
Startups.FM
Welcome to 

the place where we celebrate
innovation !



Our main motto has been :

Hunting all things startups
round the globe



We are aiming at

We are a small team
with big dreams

you

 YOU!



We have some awesome packages 
you could choose from.



where our tech journalist personally 
interviews you live on Google Hangouts 
which goes on Air along with a 
blogpost feature too.

LIVE SHOWS section 
Podcast section

This belongs to our 

This goes for

If you are a bit camera shy but 
are willing to be a part of the
LIVE shows, we have the

Here our tech journalist chats with
you over Skype or Phone which gets
recorded and released as a podcast
along with a blogpost.

$120 USD only
this again goes For

Video interview ( Hangouts on Air ) Audio interview ( podcasts on Skype )OR
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$200 USD only



A quick look into the procedure:

We start by sending you
a quick logistics highlighting
the questions that we are
going to discuss.

An appointment is set
using our profile on Vcita

After the interview on the
said date, we prepare a 
feature on you which will
comprise of a short
description on your startup
along with the video or audio
transcript.

We send over the draft
to you and wait for your
approval.

Along with your approval,
we would also want you to
send us your logo and other
images (team pics, screenshots
etc.) which we incorporate 
in the feature. 

All we wait for now is the
payment to be cleared
post which the feature
goes live and shared across
all our social channels. 
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where we send you an email questionnaire or 
have a quick Skype text chat and frame 
a feature that goes live within 24 hours 
of the conversation and receival of payment.

For this, We charge

Express Story service ( getting featured in 24 hours )

Quick and Fast Service
This is our
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$80 USD only



on you after undergoing rigorous research 
and analysis. This gets uploaded as a blogpost 
with a short snippet.

We charge

Infographics

Awesome infographics
We can also do
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$800 USD only



A Slideshow solely dedicated to
your startup and company in a
storified format.

and this goes live with a 
blogpost. 

We charge

per presentation.
$500 USD

Slideshows

We have two modes for this.
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1 You can also become a Sponsor
to our Presentations on Slideshare.
We have had tremendous Slideshare
views and followers.
Sponsorship starts from

You can give us an idea and we work 
on it. We also have loads of ideas, 
so you can select from them and 
we work on that.
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$700 USD



Press Releases are also entertained by us!

We charge

per press release

Press Releases
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$30 USD only



If you wish to sponsor any Feature or submit your own post,
you can select from the following price plans:

$80 USD
500-800 words: 

$100 USD
800-1000 words: 

$150 USD
1000+ words:

Sponsored Posts
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That’s all with our packages!
Supercool, aren’t they?



you could also reach out to us for advertisements and sponsorships

Let us know your views at
yoda@startups.fm 

Keep Innovating!


